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Must Haves
For Summer

Muestra Dining Chair 
Modern curves redefine classic 
wishbone seating. Vintage white 
all-weather wicker is woven for 
a dose of fresh texture against a 
neutral frame of natural teak.

Darwin Sofa 
A classic interpretation of the European-inspired 
slope arm sofa. Made for living, its beautiful lines 
complement the casual living room or tailored 
family room.

Silas Table Lamp
Showcasing a clean 
transitional look, this 
table lamp features a 
clear, curved, glass base 
accented with oil-rubbed, 
bronze plated, heavy 
textured iron details for 
a soft industrial feel. The 
lamp is paired with a soft 
linen fabric drum shade.

Kali Woven Jute Rug 
Large ivory latticework pattern 
emerges from the relaxed natural 
jute kilim weave foundation with 
a punctuating charcoal dot at the 
interstices. This simple flatwoven jute 
area rug is eco-friendly, ultra durable 
and great for any indoor room.

Twiggy Natural Woven Wool/
Jute Rug 
Naturally coloured jute 
striped with ivory wool 
brings beautiful integrity 
and its pebbled texture is 
rugged enough for any high 
traffic area.

https://hilltopinteriors.com/
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Hemani Round Mirror 
The decorative hand 
forged and hand 
hammered metal frame 
has an antiqued gold 
leaf finish with burnished 
edges and a light gray 
wash. Mirror has a 
generous 1 1/4” bevel.

Robertson Dresser
An updated blend of casual and 
contemporary, with its mirrored accents 
and bronze diamond hardware. This 
dresser is layered with a geometric argyle 
pattern and finished in a distressed 
French white, making it the perfect 
accent piece in any home.

Novella Chandelier 
The Novella Chandelier showcases timeless 
craftsmanship and a creative use of materials. 
Recycled glass, which takes on a sheen when 
light strikes it, was used to create the bobeches 
and disks that adorn the black chandelier. The 
wrought iron frame in a Mayfair finish has an 
anchoring effect.

School of Fish Glassware Collection
Every now and again we all swim 
against the current. With School of 
Fish Collection from Rolf Glass you  
can embrace the rebel inside you.  
This diamond-wheel engraved & 
brilliantly polished glassware artfully 
depicts a school of fish swimming 
together, save for one little guy, 
headed the opposite direction.

Ophelia Leather Chair 
Elevate any room with a sleek silhouette. Low-slung 
seating of camel-coloured top-grain leather with tufting 
for texture. Precisely angled iron framing features a single 
back rail of toasted oak for an intriguing finishing touch.

ED Taupe Stripe Dinner Set
A contemporary ED Ellen DeGeneres crafted 
by Royal Doulton tableware collection. This 
ivory-coloured ceramic 16-piece set includes 
four dinner places, four salad plates, four 
bowls, and four mugs. Each piece features the 
textured taupe stripe design in a wide band 
and provides all the elements needed for casual 
entertaining at home.


